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ON CONTACT CR SUBMANIFOLDS

KENTARO YANO AND MASAHIRO KON

O. Introduction

The purpose of this paper IS to study the differential geometric
theory of submanifolds immersed in Sasakian manifolds. Throughout
in this paper we assume that all submanifolds are tangent to the
structure vector field of the ambient manifold. In the theory of
submanifolds of Sasakian manifolds some notions that we have ever
used do not make sense. For example, any invariant submanifold with
parallel second fundamental form of a Sasakian manifold is totally
geodesic. Therefore, we must define some new notions for submanifolds
of Sasakian manifolds. We prove that these new notions correspond
to that for submanifolds of Kaehlerian manifolds by using the method
of Riemannian fiberations.

In § 1 we state general formulas on submanifolds of Sasakian
manifolds. We also give the definition of contact CR submanifolds
and some basic results which later use. § 2 is devoted to the study
of totally contact geodesic submanifolds of Sasakian manifolds and the
integrability conditions of an anti-invariant distribution and invariant
distribution. In § 3 we study the f-structures defined on a submanifold
and give the conditions for submanifolds to be contact CR submanifolds.
In § 4 we prove a reduction theorem of codimension of an invariant
submanifold of a Sasakian space form. § 5 is devoted to the study of
contact CR submanifolds with semi-flat normal connection and prove
a classification theorem of contact CR submanifolds with semi-flat
normal connection of a Sasakian space form. In the last § 6 we prove
some theorems which give the relations between submanifolds of
Kaehlerian manifolds and submanifolds of Sasakian manifolds.

For the general theory of submanifolds of Riemannian manifolds,
Kaehlerian manifolds and Sasakian manifolds see [28J and [29J. The
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fundamental theory of contact manifolds we refer to [16J and [29J.
For the f-structures on manifolds see [16J, [19J and [21J.

1. Preliminaries

Let M be a (2m+1)-dimensional Sasakian manifold with structure
tensors (if>,~, Tj, g) . Then the structure tensors of M satisfy

if>2X=-X+Tj(X)~, if>~=0, Tj(if>X) =0, Tj(~) =1,
g(if>X, if>Y) =g(X, Y) -Tj(X)Tj(Y), Tj(X) =g(X,~)

for any vector fields X and Y on M. We denote by i7 the operator
of covariant differentiation with respect to the metric g on M. Then
we have

i7x~=ifJX, (i7x if» Y=-g(X, Y)~+Tj(Y)X=R(X,~)Y
for any vector fields X and Y on M, R denoting the Riemannian
curvature tensor of M.

Let M. be an (n + 1) -dimensional submanifold of M tangent to the
structure vector field ~. We denote by the same g the metric tensor
field on M induced from that of M. The induced connection on M
will be denoted by V. Then the Gauss and Weingarten formulas are
respectively given by

. i7x Y=Vx Y+B(X, Y) and i7xV=-AyX+Dx V
for any vector fields X, Y tangent to M and any vector field V normal
to M, where D denotes the operator of covariant differentiation with
respect to the linear connection induced in the normal bundle T(M)l-.
Both A and B are called the second fundamental forms of M and are
related by

g(B(X, Y), V) =g(AyX, Y).
The mean curvature vector J.1. of M is defined to be J.1. = (1/ (n + 1) )

TrB. where TrB is the trace of B. If J.1.=0, then M is said to be
minimal. If the second fundamental form B satisfies B(X, Y) =

g(X, Y) J.1. for all vector fields X and Y tangent to M, then M is said to
be totally umbilical. In particular, if B vanishes identically on M, then
M is called a totally geodesic submanifold.

We now prepare some basic formulas on M. For any vector field X
tangent to M, we put

(1.1) if>X=PX+FX,
where PX is the tangential part of if>X and FX the normal part of
if>X. Similarly, for any vector field V normal to M, we put
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(1. 2) ~V=tV+fV,

whers t V is the tangential part of ~V and f V the normal part of
1J V. We then have

(1.3) g(PX, Y)+g(X,PY)=O, gUY, U)+g(V,fU)=O,
g(FX, V) +g(X, tV) =0.

Now, applying ~ to (1. 1) and (1. 2), we respectively obtain
(1.4) P2=-!-tF+7j@f;, FP+fF=O,

Pt+tf=O, j2=-!-Ft.
Since ~f;=Pt;=Ft;=O, we have

(1. 5) pt;= 0, Ft;=O.
We define the covariant derivatives of P, F, t and f by

CV'xP ) Y=Vx(PY) -PVxY, (VxF) Y=Dx(FY) -FVxY,
CV'xt) V=Vx(tV) -tDx V, CV'xf) V=DxUV) - fD x V,

respectively. For any vector field X tangent to M, we have

i7xr;=~X=Vxl;+B (X, t;),
from which, usmg (1. 5),

(1. 6) Vxt;= PX,
(1.7) B(X,r;)=FX, Avi;=-tV.

Furthermore we obtain

(1. 8)
(1. 9)
(1. 10)
(1. 11)

CV'xP) Y=AFYX+tB(X, Y) -g(X, Y)t;+7j(Y)X,
CV'xF) Y=-B(X, PY) +fB(X, Y)

CV'xt) V=AfvX-PAvX,
CV'xf) V=-FAvX-B(X, tV).

We denote by M2rn+l(c) a (2m+1)-dimensional Sasakian space

form of constant ~-sectional curvature c. Then the curvature tensor
R of an (n+1)-dimensional submanifold M of M2rn+l(c) is given by

(1.12) R(X, Y)Z= ~ (c+3) [g(Y, Z)X-g(X, Z) Y]

+ ~ (c-1) [7j(X)7j(Z) Y-7j(Y)7j(Z)X

+g(X, Z)7j(Y)t;-g(Y, Z)7j(X)t;+g(~Y,Z)~X
-g(~X, Z)~Y+2g(X,~Y)9Z]+AB(Y,Z)X

-ABCX,zJ Y+ CV'yB) (X, Z) - CV'xB) (Y, Z).

(1.13) R(X, Y)Z= ~ (c+3) [g(Y, Z)X-g(X, Z) Y]

+ ~ (c-1) [7j(X)7j(Z) Y-7j(Y)7j(Z)X
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+g(X, Z)1)(Y)~-g(Y,Z)1)(X)~
+g(PY, Z)PX-g(PX, Z)PY+2g(X, PY)PZ]
+ABCY,Z)X-ABCX,Z) Y+ (J7yB) (X, Z)
- (17XB) (Y, Z),

(J7x B) (Y, Z) - (J7yB) (X, Z)

= l (c-l) [g(PY, Z)FX-g(PX, Z)FY

+2g(X, PY)FZJ.
equation of Ricci is given by

g(R1. (X, Y) U, V) +g([Av, AuJX, Y)

= i (c-l) [g(FY, U)g(FX, V)

-g(FX, U)g(FY, V) +2g(X, PY)g(fU, V)J

DEFINITION. Let M be a submanifold tangent to the structure vector
field ~ isometrically immersed in a Sasakian manifold M. Then M is
called a contact CR submanifold of M if there exists a differentiable
distribution Q): x - Q)xcTx(M) on M satisfying the following
conditions:

(i) Q) is invariant with respect to ifJ, i. e., ifJQ)xcQ)x for each xEM,
and

(ii) the complementary orthogonal distribution Q)1. : x-Q)1.xcTx(M)
is anti-invariant with retpect to ifJ, i. e., ifJQ)1.xC T x(M) for each
xEM,

where T x (M) and T x (M) 1. denote the tangent space and normal space
of M at xEM, respectively.

We put dim M=2m+l, dim M=n+l, dim Q)=h, dim Q)1.=q and
codimM=2m·-n=p. If q=O, then a contact CR submanifold M is
called an invariant submanifold of M, and if h=O, then M is called
an anti-invariant submanifold of M tangent to~. If p=q and ~EQ),

then a contact CR submanifold M is called a generic submanifold of
M. If h>1 and q>O, then a contact CR submanifold M is said to be
proper (non-trivial).

If M is an invariant submanifold of M, then M is also a Sasakian
manifold with respect to the induced stucture. On the other hand,
we have f=O and t=O, and ifJX=PX for any vector field X tangent
to M and ifJ V = fV for any vector field V normal to M.

We have the following lemmas (cf. [14J, [29J).
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LEMMA 1. 1. Let M be an invariant submanifold of a Sasakian
manifold M. Then.

(1. 16) B(X,~) =0, A~=O,

(1. 17) B(X, ifJ Y) =B(ifJX, Y) =ifJB(X, Y)
(1. 18) ifJAvX+AvifJx=0, AvX=ifJAvX.

LEMMA 1. 2. Let M be a contact CR submanifold of a Sasakian
manifold M. Then

(1.19) FP=O, fF=O, tf=O, Pt=O,
(1. 20) P3+P=0, f3+ f=O.

In Lemma 1. 2, (1. 20) shows that P is an f-structure III M and f
is an f-structure in the normal bundle of M.

LEMMA 1. 3. Let M be a contact CR submanifold of a Sasakian
manifold M. Then

(1. 21) A FX Y-AFYX=1J(Y)X-1J(X) Y for X, YEQ)J..

For the integrability of the distributions Q) and Q)J. of a contact CR
submanifold M of a Sasakian manifold M, we have the following
(cf. [28J)

PROPOSITION 1. 1. Let M be an (n +1) -dimensional contact CR
submanifold of a (2m+l)-dimensional Sasakian manifold M. The
distribution Q)J. is completely integrable and its maximal integral
submanifold is a q-dimensional anti-invariant submanifold of M normal
to ~ or a q-dimensional anti-invariant submanifold of M tangent to ~,

where q=dim Q)J..

PROPOSITION 1. 2. Let M be an (n+l)-dimensional contact CR
submanifold of a (2m+ I)-dimensional Sasakian manifold M. Then the
disiribution Q) is completely integrable if and only if

B(X, PY) =B(PX, Y)
for any vector fields X, YEQ), and then C;EQ). Moreover, the maximal
integral submanifold of Q) is an h-dimensional invariant submanifold of
M, where h=dim Q).

PROPOSITION 1. 3. Let M be a submanifold of a Sasakian manifold
M. If M is totally umbilical, then M is invariant and totally geodesic.
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Proof. By the assumption, we have B(X, Y)g(X, Y)J.l. Since B(t;, t;)
=0, we obtain J.l=O. Thus M is totally geodesic. In this case,
FX=B(X, t;) =0. This shows that M is an invariant submanifold.

Moreover we have (cf. [13J)

PROPOSITION 1. 4. If the second fundamental form of an invariant
submanifold M of a Sasakian manifold M is parallel, then M is totally
geodesic.

2. Totally contact geodesic submanifolds

Let M be an (n+1) -dimensional Sasakian manifold M. In view of
Propositions 1. 3 and 1. 4, we need the following new concept.

DEFINITION. If the second fundamental form B of M satisfies
(2.1) (P'xB)(Y, Z) =g(PX, Y)FZ+g(PX, Z)FY

for any vector fields X, Y, ZE(p2T(M) =T(M) - {t;}, then the second
fundamental form B of M is said to be contact parallel.

DEFINITION. If the second fundamental form B of M satisfies
(2.2) B(X, Y) =7J (X) FY+7J(Y)FX

for any vector fields X, YET(M), then M is said to be totally contact
geodesic.

DEFINITION. If the second fundamental form B of M is of the form
(2.3) B(X, Y) =[g(X, Y)-7J(X)7J(Y)Ja+7J(X)FY+7J(Y)FX

for any vector fields X, YET (M) , a being a vector field normal to
M, then M is said to be totally contact umbilical.

We easily see that M is totally contact geodesic if and only if
B(ifJ2X, ifJ2Y) =0 for all X, YET(M), and M is totally contact
umbilical if and only if B(ifJ2X, ifJ2Y) =g(ifJ2X, ifJ2Y)a for all X, YE
T(M).

From (1. 5) and (2. 2) we have

PROPOSITION 2.1. If M is totally contact geodesic. then M is minimal.

THEOREM 2.1. Let M be a submanifold of M2m+l(c) (c=l= -3). If the
second fundamental form B of M is contact parallel, then M is invariant
or anti-invariant.
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Proof. From (2. 1) we obtain
(f7xB) (Y, Z) - (f7yB) (X, Z) =-g(PY, Z)FX

+g(PX, Z)FY-2g(X, PY)FZ
for any vector fields X, Y, ZE(jJ2T(M). From this and (1.14) we find

1T(c+3) [g(PY, Z)FX-g(PX, Z)FY+2g(X, PY)FZJ=O.

Putting Y=Z in the equation above, we obtain g(X, PY)FY=O.
Thus we have Py=o or FY=O. Consequently, M is anti-invariant
or invariant.

If M is totally contact geodesic, (2. 2) implies
(f7zB) (X, Y) =g(PZ, X)FY+g(PZ, Y)FX

-7J(X)B(Z, PY) -7J(Y)B(Z, PX)
+7J(X)fB (Z, Y) +7J(Y)fB(Z, X)

for any vector fields X, Y and Z on M. Thus we have
(f7zB) (X, Y) =g(PZ, X)FY+g(PZ, Y)FX

for all X, Y, ZE(jJ2T(M). Hence we have

PROPOSITION 2.2. If M is totally contact geodesic, then the second
fundamental form B of M is contact parallel.

From Theorem 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 we have (see [IOJ)

THEOREM 2.2. Let M be a submanifold of M2m+l(c) (C=F -3). If M
is totally contact geodesic. then M is invariant or anti-invariant.

Let M be an (n+ I)-dimensional contact eR submanifold of a (2m
+1) -dimensional Sasakian manifold M. We suppose that M is totally
contact geodesic in M.

Let XE T(M) and YEQl. Then, by (1. 9) and (1. 18), we have
ifyf1x Y=Pf1x Y+Ff1x Y=Pf1x Y+f1xFY- (f1xF) Y

=Pf1x Y - (f1xF) Y=Pf1x Y+B(X, PY) -fB(X, Y)
=Pf1x YE Ql.

Hence Ql is parallel and the maximal integral submanifold of Ql is
totally geodesic in M.

When Ql is parallel, if Ql is normal to the structure vector field ~,

then
0= g (f1x Y, ~) = - g (Y, PX)

for any X, YEQl. Thus we have dim Ql=O. On the other hand, for
any XEQl, we have 7J(X)~=ify2X+XEQl, and hence ~EQ) or ~EQll..
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0= -g(B(X, PZ), FY) +g(fB(X, Z), FY) = -g(AFYX, PZ).
Thus we have g (Vx Y, p2Z) =0. Moreover, we have

g(VxY, ~)=-g(Y,Vx~)=-g(Y, PX) =0,
from which Vx YE Q).l. Hence the distribution Q).l is parallel This
proves our theorem.

THEOREM 3. 6. Let M be a proper generic submanifold of a Sasakian
space form M2m+1(c). If P is contact parallel, then c=-3.

Proof. In the proof of Theorem 3.4, we have tB(X, PY) =0 for
any vector fields X and Y tangent to M. Thus we have

(Vzt)B(X, PY) +t(VzB) (X, PY) +tB(X, (VzP) Y) =0
for any vector field Z tangent to M, from ~hich

t(VzB) (X, PY) =- (Vzt)B(X, PY) +B(PY, PZ)tFX
=PABcx,pnZ-AfBcX,Py)Z+g(PY, PZ)tFX.

Therefore, we have
t[ (VzB) (X, PY) - CVxB) (Z, PY)]

=PABCX,Py)Z-AfBCX,Py)Z-PABCZ,Py)X+AfBCZ,PY)X
+g(PY, PZ) tFX-g (PY, PX)tFZ.

Thus (1. 14) implies

i (c+3) [g(PX, PY)tFZ-g(PZ, PY)tFX]

=PABcx,pnZ-AfBcx,pnZ-PABcz,pn X +AjBCZ,pnX.
We put X=YEQ) and ZEQ).l. Then we obtain
Therefore, we see that the maximal integral submanifold of Q) is
tangent to ~.

LEMMA 2.1. Let M be a contact eR submanifold of a Sasakian
manifold M. If M is totally contact geodesic in M, then the distribution
<;J) is completely integrable and is tangent to ~. Moreover, the maximal
integral submanifold of Q) is an invariant submanifold of M and is
a totally geodesic submanifold of M and M.

Proof. We prove that the maximal integral submanifold of <;J) is
totally geodesic in M. Let X and Y be vector fields in <;J). Then we ,
have

VxY=VxY+B(X, Y) =VxYEQ),

because of B(X,Y)=1j(Y)FX+1J(X)FY=O. Therefore the maximal.
integral submanifold of Q) is totally geodesic in M.
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Let X ET (M) and YE Q).l. Then 7J (Y) = O. Since M is totally
contact geodesic in M, we have

if>PxY=PPxY+FPxY=PxPY-(PxP) Y+FPxY
=-AFYX-tB(X, y) +g(X, Y),;:+FPxY
=FPxYET(M).l.

From this we see that Px YE Q).l. Consequently, Q).l is parallel and
the maximal integral submanifold of Q).l is anti-invariant in M and is
totally geodesic in M. On the other hand, we have

VxY=PxY+B(X, Y) =PxYEQ).l for X, YEQ).l.

Therefore, the maximal integral submanifold of Q).l is totally geodesic
in M. From Lemmas 2. 1 and 2. 2 we have

THEOREM 2. 3. Let M be a contact eR submanifold of a Sasakian
manifold M. If M is totally contact geodesic, then M is locally a
Riemannian direct product MTXM.l, where MT is a totally geodesic
invariant submanifold tangent to the structure vector field ,;: of M and
M.l is a totally geodesic anti-invariant submanifold of M.

3. f-structures on submanifolds

Let M be a submanifold of a Sasakian manifold M. If the endo
morphism P on M is parallel, then (1. 8) implies

O=AFPYX+tB(X, PY) -g(X, PY),;:,
from which

g(X, PY) =g(AFPYX,';:) +g(tB(X, PY),,;:)
= -g(X, tFPY) =g(X, PY) +g(X, P3Y).

Hence we have P3X=O for all XE T (M). This implies that PX=O
for all XE T(M). Therefore, we have (see [3J, [18J)

PROPOSITION 3. 1. Let M be a submanifold of a Sasakian manifold M.
If the endomorphism P on M is parallel, then M is anti-invariant in
M.

In VIew of Proposition 3. 1 we need the following

DEFINITION. If the endomorphism P on M is satisfies
(3.1) cPxP) Y=-g(PX, PX)';:_7J(Y)if>2X

for any vector fields X and Y tangent to M, then P is said to be
contact parallel.
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We use the following theorem (see [27J).

THEOREM 3. 1. In order for a submanifold M of a Sasakian manifold
M to be a contact CR submanifold, it is necessary and sufficient that
FP=O.

THEOREM 3.2. In order for a submanifold M of a Sasakian manifold
M to be a contact CR submanifold it is necessary and sufficient that the
endomorphism P is an f-structure on M, that is, p3+P=O.

Proof. If M is a contact CR submanifold, by (1. 4), p3+ p=o.
Conversely, suppose that p3+p=0. Then (1. 4) imples that tFPX=O
for all X E T (M) . Thus we have, by (1. 3) ,

O=g(tFPX, PX) =-g(FPX, FPX) ,
and hence FPX=O. From this and Theorem 3.1 we see that M is a
contact CR submanifold.

THEOREM 3. 3. In order for a submanifold M of a Sasakian manifold
M to be a contact CR submanifold it is necessary ad sufficient that f is
an f-struenure on M, that is, f3+ f=O.

Proof. If M is a contact CR submanifold, by (1. 4), f3+ f=O. We
suppose that f3+ f=O. Then (1. 4) implies that fFtV=O for any
vector field V normal to M. From (1. 3) we obtain

O=g(fFtfV, V) =g(tfV, tfV),
from which tf=O. From this and (1. 4) we have PtV=O, and hence

O=g(PtFPX, X) =g(FPX, FPX).
This gives FP=O. Therefore, Theorem, 3.1 proves our assertion.

THEOREM 3. 4. Let M be a contact CR submanifold of a Sasakian
manifold M. If the f-structure P is contact parallel, then M is locally
a Riemannian direct product MTXMJ., where MT is an invariant
submanifold of M and M is an anti-invariant submanifold of M.

Proof. From (1. 8) and (3. 1) we have
-g(PX, PY)';-7J(y)pzX=AFyX+tB(X, Y) -g(X, Y)';+7J(Y)X,

from which
-g(PX, pZY)';=tB(X, PY) -g(X, PY)';.

Since P is an f-structure on M, it follows that
tB(X, PY) =0
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for any vector fields X and Y tangent to M. Let X ET(M) and
YEQ). From (1. 3) and (1. 9) we have

g(F17xY, FZ) = -gee (17xF) Y, FZ)
=-g(fB(X, Y), F)Z+g(B(X, PY), FZ)
=-g(tB(X, PY), z=o

for any ZET(M), from which, F17x Y=O. Hence the distribution Q)

is parallel.
Let XET(M) and YEQ)l-. Then

P17xY= - Cf7xP) Y=g(PX, PY)~_1j(Y)P2X=-1j(Y)p2X
Since Q) is parallel, we see that ~ E Q) and Q)l- is normal to~. Thus
1j(Y) =0, and hence P17x Y=O. Therefore, we obtain17x YEQ)l-. This
means that Q)l- is parallel. From these considerations we have our
theorem.

We next consider the normal bundle valued I-form F on M. First
of all, we prove

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let M be a submanifold of a Sasakian manifold M.
Then F is parallel if and only if t is parallel.

Proof. From (1. 9) and (1. 10) we obtain
(3.2) g((17x F) Y, V) =-g(B(X, PY), V) +g(fB(X, Y), V)

=-g(AvX,PY)-g(AfvX, Y)
= - g ( Cf7xt ) V, Y).

This proves our assertion.

PROPOSITION 3.3. Let M be a submanifold of a Sasakian manifold M.
If F is parallel, then M is a contact eR submanifold of M.

Proof. From (1. 9) we have
0= (17F) Y=-B(~, PY) +fB(~, Y).

Thus (1. 7) implies that -FPY+fFY=O for any YE M, from which
FP-fF=O. This, combining with (1. 4), gives FP=O. Therefore,
Theorem 3. 1 proves our assertion.

THEOREM 3.5. Let M be a submanifold of a Sasakian manifold M.
If F is parallel, then M is locally a Riemannian direct product MT X
Ml-, where MT is an invariant submanifold of M and Ml- is an anti
invariant submanifold of M.
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Proof. Since F is parallel, we see that Q) is parallel. Let X, Z E T (M)
and YEQ)l.. Then

g(VxY, P2X) =-g(PVxY, PZ)
=g(AFYX, PZ) +g(tB (X, Y), PZ)
=g(AFYX, PZ).

On the other hand, (3.2) implies

~ (c+3)g(PX, PY)g(Z, Z) =0,

from which c= -3.

THEOREM 3.7. Let M be a proper contact eR submanifold of a
Sasakian space form M2m+l(c). If F is parallel, then c=-3.

Proof. From .(1. 9) we have
(3.3) fB(X, Y) =B(X, PY) =B(PX, Y)

for. any vector fields )[ and Y tangent to M. This means that
PAv+AvP=O

for any vector field V normal to M. Thus we have
g(AuPX, tV) =0

for any vector field X tangent to M and any vector fields Q and V
normal to M. From this we obtain

g«VyA)uPX, tV) +g(Au(VyP) X, tV) +g(AuPX, (Vyt) V) =0.
Using (1. 8) and (1. 10), we have

g«VyA)uPX, tV) +g(AuAfXY, tV) +g(AutB(X, Y), tV)
-g(X, Y)g(A~, tV) +7J(X)g(Au Y, tV) +g(AuPX, AfVY)
-g(AuPX, PAvY) =0,

from which
g«VpyB) (PX, tV), U) =g«VpyA)uPX, tV)

=-g(tB(X, PY), AutV)
-g(X, PY)g(tU, tV)
+g(AuPX, AvY) +g(AuX, AfVP2Y).

From this, combining equations of Codazzi (1. 14), we obtain

~ (c+3)g(PX, Y)g(tU, tV)

=-2g(AuPX, AvY) +g(AuY, AfVP2X)
-g(AuX, A fvP2y).

Consequently, we have

~ (c+3)g(PX, PX)g(tV, tV)
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= -2g(AvPX, AvPX) -2g(AvPX, AfVX).

We take V such that V=FZ for some ZEQ).lx, then fV=O. Hence
we have

~ (c+3)g(PX, PX)g(Z, Z) = -g(AFZPX, AFZPX).

On the other hand, (3. 3) implies
g(AFZPX, Y) =g(B(PX, Y), FZ=g(fB(X, Y), FZ) =0,

and hence AFZPX=O. Thus we have c= -3.

4. Normal connection

Let M be an (n + 1) -dimensional submanifold tangent to the sructure
vector field ~ of a (2m + 1) -dimensional Sasakian manifold M.

DEFINITION. If the normal curvature tensor Rl. of M satisfies
Rl.(,j>2X, rjrY) V=2g(PX, Y)fV

for any vector fields X and Y tangent to M and anty vector field V
normal to M, then the normal connection of M is said to be contact
flat.

This condition is equivalent to
R.l(X, Y) V=2g(PX, Y) V

for any X, YErjJ2T(M) and VET(M).l.
Let M be an (n+l)-dimensional coniact eR submanifold of M2m+l(c)

with contact flat normal connection. Then the Ricci equation (1. 15)
implies

g([AfV, Av]PX, X) = ~ (c+3)g(PX, PX)g(jV,fV)

for any XET(M) and VET(M).l, from which

TrAfvAvP-TrAvAfVP=- ~ (c+3) Trp2g (fV,fV).

If PAv=AvP for all VETxCM).l, then TrAfVAvP=TrAvAfVP' and
hence

(4. 1) (c+3) Trp2g (jV,fV) =0.

THEOREM 4.1. Let M be a contact eR submanifold of a Sasakian
space form M2m+l (c) (c=t= -3) with contact flat normal connection. If
PAv=AvP for any vector field V normal to M, then M is an anti
invariant submanifold or a generic submanifold of M2m+l(c).

Proof. From (4.1) we see that p=o or f=O. Thus M is anti-
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invariant or generic according as P=O or f=O.

In the following we assume that M is a (2n+ 1)-dimensional
invariant submanifold of a (2m+1)-dimensional Sasakian manifold M.

DEFINITION. If the normal curvature tensor RJ.. of M satisfies
RJ. (X, Y) V = pg (X, ifJ Y) ifJ V,

p being a function on M, for any vector fields X, Y tangent to M,
then RJ.. is said to be t/r-proportional.

LEMMA 4.1. Let M be a (2n+1)-dimensional (n>1) invariant
submanifold of a Sasakian manifold M. If RJ. is ifJ-proportional, then
p is constant on M.

Proof. We define &7xRJ.. by
(&7x RJ..) (Y, Z) V=Dx(RJ.(Y, Z) V) -RJ.(&7x Y, Z) V

-RJ.(Y, &7xZ) V-RJ.(Y, Z)Dx V.
Thus, by a straightforward computation, we obtain

(&7xRJ.) (Y, Z) + (&7xRJ..) (Z, X) + (&7zRJ.) (X, Z) =0.
By the assumption we have

(&7xRJ.) (Y, Z) V= (Xp)g(Y, ifJZ)ifJV
+pg(Y, (&7xifJ)Z)ifJV+pg(Y, ifJZ) (&7xifJ) V,

from which
(&7xRJ.) (Y, Z) V= (Xp) g(Y, ifJZ)ifJV -g(X, Z)1J(Y)ifJV

+pg(Y, X)1J(Z)ifJV.
Thus we have

(Xp)g(Y, ifJZ) + (Yp)g(Z, ifJX) + (Zp)g(X, ifJY) =0.
Putting Z=ifJY in the equation above, we obtain

- (Xp) g(Y, Y) + (Xp)1J(Y)1J(Y) + (Yp) g(Y, X)
- (Yp)1J(Y)1J(X) + (ifJ Yp) g(X, ifJY) =0.

Then, assuming that Y is perpendicular to X, ifJX and~, we find
(Xp) g(Y, Y) =0.

This shows that p is constant on M.
If the Ricci tensor S of a Sasakian manifold M is of the form

SeX, Y) =ag(X, Y) +b1J(X)1J(Y),
where a and b are functions on M, then M is said to be rr-Einstein
(cf. [29J).

THEOREM 4.2. Let M be a (2n+1)-dimensional (n>1) invariant
$ubmanifold of a Sasakian space form M2m+l (c). If the normal curvature
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tensor of M is rj>-proportional, then either M is totally geodesic or is
an Yj-Einstein invariant submanifold of codimension 2 with scalar
curvature n(n(c+3) -2). The latter case occurs only when c>-3.

Proof. From the Ricci equation (1. 15) we have
(4.2) pg(X, rj>Y)g(rj>U, V) +g([Av, Au]X, Y)

=~ (c-l)g(X,rj>y)g(rj>U, V).

Putting U=rj> V in this equation, we obtain

g(AV2X, rj>Y) = l [2p- (c-l)]g(X, rj>Y)g(V, V).

from which
(4.3) g(AvX, AvX) =g(Avrj>X, Avrj>X)

= l [2p-(c-l)]g(rj>X,rj>X)g(V, V).

If 2p=c-l, then Avrj>X =0, and hence AvX=O by Lemma 1.1.
Therefore M is totally geodesic.

We next assume that 2p::;!=c-l and p=codimension of M>2. Let
{VI> ••• , Vp, rj>Vl' ... , t;bvp } be an orthonormal frame of Tx(M).l. From
(4.3) we have

AaAb+AbAa=O for a::;!=b, a, b=l, ... , p,
where we have put Aa=Ava•

On the other hand, from (4.2) we have
AaAb +AbAa= O.

Thus we have AaAb=O for a::;!= b. Consequently, (4.3) implies

O=g(AbAaX, AbAaX) = l [2p- (c-l) ]g(rj>AaX, rj>AaX) g(Vb, Vb),

from which rj>Aa=O and hence 2p=c-l by (4.3). This is a contrad
iction. Therefore, we must have P=2. Moreover, the Ricci tensor S
of M is given by

SeX, Y) = ~ (n(c+3) + (c-l))g(X, Y)

- ~ (n+ 1) (c-l)Yj(X)Yj(Y) -l'g(Aa2X, Y)

(cf. [29; p.314J). We also have, by (4.3),

l'g(A}X, Y)= l [2p-(c-l)Jg(cbX, rj>Y)l'g(va, va).

From these equations we see that M is Yj-Einstein. Thus our result
reduces to the following theorem (cf. [29; p. 325J).

THEOREM 4. 3. Let M be a (2n +1) -dimensional Yj-Einstein invariant
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submanifold of codimension 2 of a Sasakian space form M2m+l(c). If
c~ -3, M is totally geodesic. If c>-3, M is either totally geodesic
or the scalar curvature of M is n(n(c+3) -2),

If the normal connection of M is contact flat, then p=-2, and
(4. 3) implies

g(AyXAyX) = 1(c+3)g(~X, ~X)g(V, V).

It follows that c~ -3. Therefore, Theorem 4.2 reduces to

THEOREM 4.4. Let M be an invariant submanifold of a Sasakian
space form M2m+l(c). Then the normal connection of M is contact flat
if and only if c= -3, and M is totally geodesic.

On the other hand, we have ([l1J, [13J)

THEOREM 4. 5. Let M be an invariant submanifold of a Sasakian space
form M2m+1(c). Then the normal connection of M is flat if and only
if c=1 and M is totally geodesic.

From the result of [9J (see also [7J) we have

THEOREM 4.6. Let M be a (2n+ I)-dimensional invariant submanifold
of a Sasakian space form M2m+1(c). If 1mB= {B(X, Y) : X, YET(M)}
is a 2r-dimensional parallel subbundle of T (M)·L, then M is contained
in a (2(n+r).+I)-dimensional totally geodesic invariant submanifold of
M2m+1(c).

DEFINITION. If a normal vector field V of an invariant submanifold
M satisfies

DxV=1)(X)DV=1)(X)~V for all XET(M)
or

DzV=O for all ZE~2T(M),
then V is said to be 1j-parallel.

THEOREM 4. 7. Let M be a (2n +1) -dimensional invariant submanifold
of a Sasakian space form M2m+1(c) (ci= -3). Then M admits no
1j-parallel unit normal vector fields.

Proof. Let V be an 1j-parallel unit normal vector field on M. Then,
from (1. 11), we have

Dx~V =DxfV= (f7xf) V =0,
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because of F= 0 and t=O. This shows that fV is also 7}-paralleL Let
Q be the 2-dimensional subbundle of T(M)J.. generated by VandfV.
The n Q is parallel, that is, Q is invariant under parallel translation.
Moreo ver, we have

R.l(X, Y) V=2g(<pX, Y)<pV
for any X, YE<pT(M). Thus (1.15) implies

g([Au, AvJX, Y) = ~ (c+3)g(X, <pY)g(<pV, U),

from which
12g(AvX, AvX) = -2(c+3)g(X, X)g(V, V).

Since C=F -3, we have c< -3, and hence Av is non-singular on
<p2T(M). On the other hand, we have AuAv-AvAu=O because of
Av~=O. Thus we have AuAv-AvAu=-<p(AuAv+AvAu) =0.
Consequently, AuAv=O, and hence Au=O for any UEQ. Therefore,
we can see that M is contained in an (2 (n +1) +1) -dimensional to
tally geodesic invariant submanifold M2Cn+1l+1(c) cM2m+l(c). Since M
is 7J-Einstein, by Theorem 4.3, M is totally geodesic in M2Cn+1l+1(c)

so that Av=O. This contradicts the assumption that C=F -3.

5. Semi-flat normal connection

Let M be an (n+1) -dimensional submanifold tangent to ~ of
jJ2m+l(c).

DEFINITION. M is said to have semi-fiat normal connection if its
normal curvature tensor RJ.. satisfies

R.l(<p2X, <p2Y) V= ~ (c-1)g(X, PY)fV

for any X, YE<p2T(M) and VET(M)J...

In the following we see that M is an (n+ I)-dimensional contact
eR submanifold of M2m+l (c) with semi-flat normal connection. Then
(1. 15) reduces to

(5.1) g([Au, AuJX, Y) = ~ (c-1) [g(FX, V)g(FY, U)

-g(FX, U)g(FY, V)J
for any X, YE<p2Tx(M) and U, VETx(M).

We now define an endomorphism
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HvX= -~2AvX=AvX-7J(AvX)';-=AvX +g(X, tV)';-
for any XE~2Tx(M). Since g(HvX,';-) =0, we see that HvXE
~2Tx(M). Thus the definition above is well defined. We can consider
Hvas a symmetric (n, n)-matrix. We then have

g(AuX, AvY) =g(HuX, HvY) +g(FX, U)g(FY, V),
g(AvX, AuY) =g(HvX, HuY) +g(FY, U)g(FX, U),

for any X, YE~2Tx(M) and U, VETx(M).l.. Thus we obtain
(5.2) g([Av, Au]X, Y) =g([Hv, Hu]X, Y) +g(FX, U)g(FY, V)

-g(FX, V)g(FY, U).
Using (5.1) and (5.2), we have

(5.3) g([Hv, Hu]X, Y) = l (c+3) [g(FX, V) g(FY, U)

- g(FX, U) g(FY, V)].

LEMMA 5.1. Let XEQ) and VEfT(M).l.. Then
(5.4) A,rvX = -AvPX.

Proof. From (1. 10) we have, for any YET (M),
g((17yt) V, X) =g(17y(tV) -tDyV, X) =0,

. g((17yt) V, X) =g(AnY, X) -g(PAvY, X)
=g(AnX, Y) +g(AvPX, Y).

Thus we have (5. 4).

Here we notice that A,rvX=H,rvX for any XE~2T(M) because of
g(AnX, .;) = - g(X, tfV) =0, and hence

H,rvX=-HvPX.
Let XET(M) and VEfT(M).l.. Then (5.3) implies

g([Hv, H,rv]PX,.P2X) =0,
from which

g(HvHjvPX, P2X) -g(H,rvHvPX, P2X)
=_g(HV P2X, H VP2X) -g(HvPX, HvPX) =0.

Thus we have
(5.5) HvPX=O, for XET(M), VEfT(M).l..

We also have, from (5. 3),

g([HFX, H.rv]PY, tU) =0,
from which
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It follows that
(5.6) g(HFXPY, H!vtU) =0.

From (5. 5) we can define an endomorphism
Rv : tTxCM)~tTxCM), xEM

by

249

RvZ=HvZ
for any vectors ZEtTx(M) and VEfTx(M).l-.

Let hh ... , hr be the distinct eigenvalues of H v, and Eh ... , Er the
corresponding eigenspaces. Then

tTxCM) =E/B"'EE)En g(E j , ED =0 for i=l=j.

LEMMA 5. 2. Let M be a contact eR submanifold with semi-flat
normal connection of M2m+l(c) (c=l= -3). Thus, for any V infT(M).l-,

R v is proportional to the identity endomorphism.

Proof. For any vectors X, Y, ZEtTx(M) and VETxCM).l- from
(5. 3), we have '

(5.7) g(HvX, HFZY) -g(HvY, HFZX).

If H v is not proportional to the identity endomorphism, then r> l.
Let Z=X=ZjEEj, Y=ZjEEj, for i=l=j. Then (5.7) implies

hjg(Zj, HFiZD =hjg(Zj, HFiZ j) ,
where we have put Fi=FZj for any i to simplify the notation, from
which

(5.8) g(HFiZj, Zj) =0.
By linearity we have

(5.9) g(HFjEj, E j) = {O} for i=l=j.

Putting X=ZjEEj, Y=ZjEEj and Z=ZkEEk for i=l=j in (5.7), we
find

hjg(HFkZj, Zj) =hjg(HFkZj, Zj) for i=l=j,
from which

(5.10) HFkEjcPTx(M)EE)Ej.

Since we have O=g(HFkX, HvZj) =hjg(HFkZj, X) for any XE

PTx(M), ZjEEj and ZkEEk by (4.7), we see that H FkE jctTx (M)1.

if h j =1= O. Thus combining with (5. 10), we find
(5.11) HFjEjcEj whenever h;=l=O.

From (5. 9) and (5. 11) we have

(5.12) HFjEj=O if j=l=i and hj=l=O.
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Since H u has at least two distinct eigenvalues, we may assume that
hI if:0. From (5.3) and (5.12) we obtain

(5.13) O=g(HF2Zh H F2ZI) = } (c+3)g(Zh ZI)g(Z2, Z2)

+g(HF2Z2, HFIZI).
On the other hand, we have

O=g(HFiZi, Zi) =g(HFiZi, Zi) for iif:i.
From this we get

(5.14) HFiZiEPTx(M) Ef)Ej •

Since HFIZ1EEl by (5.11), equations (5.13) and (5.14) give c= -3.
This is a contradiction.

LEMMA 5.3. Let M be a contact CR submanifold with semi-flat normal
connection of M2m+1(c) (cif: -3). Then for any xEM, there is a unit
normal vector fl,EfTx(M)l. such that

HpX=O, HpZ=hZ, Hv=O
for any vectors XEPTx(M), ZEtTx(M)l. and VEfTx(M)l. such
that g(V, fl,) =0.

Let X, YEPT(M), ZEtT(M)l. and VEfT(M) 1.. Then equation
of Codazzi implies·

g«17xB)(Y,Z), V)-g«17yB)(X,Z), V)=O.
On the other hand, we see that AyX=HyX for XEPT(M), and
hence B(X, Z) =B(Y, Z) =0 by (5.6) and Lemma 5.3. Thus we
have

O=g(B([X, YJ, Z), fl,) =g(AZ, [X, YJ)
=g(HZ, [X, YJ) =hg(Z, [X, YJ).

Thus if hif:O, then g(Z, [X, YJ) =0 and hence [X, YJ EPT(M) 0

{e} =Q). Since [X, eJ E Q), we see that Q) is completely integrable.

DEFINITION. A contact CR submanifold M is said to be mixed totally
contact geodesic if

B(X, Z) =0 for XEPT(M), ZEQ)l..
This condition is equivalent to

B(PX, tV) =0 for XET(M), VET(M)l..

DEFINITION. A contact CR submanifold M is said to be mixed foliate
if it is mixed totally contact geodesic, and Q)=PT(M) Ef) {e} is
completely integrable.
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LEMMA 5.4. Let M be an (n+1)-dimensional contact CR submanifold
with semi-flat normal connection of M2m+1(c) (c*- -3).

(1) Then h is constant, and for X, YEif>2T(M) and ZEtT(M)J.
we have

(5.15) FR(X, Y) Z=B(X, Pl7yZ) -B(Y, PI7xZ)
+h2[g(Y, Z)FX-g(X, Z)FY],

(5.16) DxFZ=Fl7xZ+hg(X, Z)ffJ..
(2) If h=O, then M lies in a totally geodesic invariant submanifold

Mn+l+p(c) as a generic submanifold, where p=dim FTx(M).
(3) If h*-O, then M is a contact CR submanifold with fDfJ.=O, and

M is mixed foliate.

Proof. From (1. 9) we have
(5.17) DxFZ=Fl7x Z+fB(X, Z) for XET(M), ZEtT(M)J..

By Lemma 5.3 we see that f B(X, Z) =hg(X, Z)ffJ. and hence (5.16).
Thus (1. 11) and (5. 17) imply

DxDyFZ=Dx (Fl7yZ) +X(hg(Y, Z) )ff.l-h2g(Y, Z)FX
+hg(Y, Z)fDxf.l

by using FAp.X=hFX. From this and (1. 9) we obtain
DxDyFZ fB(X, l7yZ) -B(X, Pl7yz) +FJ7x J7yZ

+X(hg(Y, Z))ff.l-h2g(Y, Z)FX+hg(Y, Z)fDxf.l.
Since we have

17 [x, yJ FZ=FI7[x, yJ Z+hg([X, Y], Z)ff.l,
we obtain

RJ.(X, Y)FZ=FR(X, Y)Z+fB(X, l7yZ) - fB(Y, J7xZ) -B(X, Pl7yZ)
+B(Y, Pl7x Z) +[X(hg(Y, Z)) - Y(hg(X, Z))]ff.l
-hg([X, Y], Z)ff.l-h2[g(Y, Z)FX-g(X, Z)FY]
+h[g(Y, Z)fDxf.l-g(X, Z)fDyf.l].

On the other hand, we have
f B(X, l7yZ) =g(fB(X, l7yZ) , ffJ.)ff.l

=g(Ap.X, l7yZ)ffJ.
=g(PAp.X, Pl7yZ)ff.l +g (FAt.tFl7yZ)ff.l
=hg(FX, Fl7yZ)ffJ.
=hg(X, J7yZ)ff.l-hg(PX, PJ7yZ)ff.l,

fB(Y, 17xZ) =hg(Y, l7yZ)ff.l-hg(PY, PJ7x Z)ff.l.
Therefore, we have

(5.18) R.l(X, Y)FZ=FR(X, Y)Z-h[PX, Pl7yZ)
-g(PY, PJ7x Z)]ff.l
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+ [(Xh)g(Y, Z) -(Yh)g(X, Z)]fp,
-B(X, Pl7yZ) +B(Y, Pl7xZ)
-h2[g(Y, Z)FX-g(X, Z)FY]
+h[g(Y, Z)fDxp,-g(X, Z)fDyp,].

We also have
g(B(X, Pl7yZ),fV) =g(AjvX, Pl7yZ) =g(X, H jvPl7yZ) =0.

Hence we have
B(X, Pl7yZ) , B(Y, Pl7x Z) EFTAM).

Since we have
RJ.(X, Y)FZ=O for X, YE(jJ2T(M),

we obtain (5.15) and
(5.19) (Xh)g(Y, Z) -(Yh)g(Z, Z)

=h[g(PX, Pl7yZ) -g(PY, Pl7x Z)],
(5.20) h[g(Y, Z)fDxp,-g(X, Z)fDyp,] =0

for any X, Y, ZEif>2T(M).
If M is invariant in M2m+l(c), then (5.1) implies g([Av, Av]X, Y)

=0 and hence
g(AvAvX, X) - g(AvAvX, X) = -2g(AvX, AvX) =0

by Lemme 1. 1. Therefore, M is totally geodesic, and is a Sasakian
space form of constant if>-sectional curvature c.·

We next assume that M is not invariant. If h=O, then B(X, Y) E

FT(M) for any X, YET(M) by B(~, X) =FX and Lemma 5.3. We
also have

O=g(B(X, Z), V)=g(l7xZ, V)
=g(17xif>Z, if>V) =g(DxFZ,fV)

for any XET(M), ZEtT(M)J. and VEfT(M)J.. This means that
FT (M) is a parallel normal subbundle. Because the first normal space
Im B= {B(X, Y) : X, YET(M)} of M lie in FT(M) Theorem 4.6
shows that M lies in a totally geodesic invariant submanifold Mn+1+P(c)
of M2m+l(c). In this case, M is a generic submanifold of Mn+l+p (c).

If h=l=O, then M' = {xEM : hex) =l=0} is an open nonempty subset
of M. We have seen that M' is a mixed foliate contact CR submanifold
of M2m+1(c) (c=l= -3).

Here we need the following

LEMMA 5.5. Let M be a mixed foliate proper contact CR submanifold
of M2m+1(c) (c=l= -3). Then c<-3 and P=dim FTz(M) =dim tTz(M)J.
>1.
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Proof. Let X, YEPT(M) and ZEtT(M). Then
(l7xB) (Y, Z) - (l7yB) (X, Z) = -B([X, Y], Z)

-B(Y, J7xZ) +B(X, J7yZ)
= -2g(X, PY)FZ-B(Y, J7xZ)

+B(X, J7yZ)
because of g([X, Y],~)=2g(X, PY). If we take a vector field V
normal to M such that Z=tV, VEFT(M), then J7xZ=-PAvX+
tDxV. Hence

(l7xB) (Y, Z) - (J7yB) (X, Z) =2g(X, PY) V+B(Y, PAvX)
-B(X, PAvY).

From this and (1. 14) we obtain

B(Y, PAvX) -B(X, PAvY) =- ~ (c+3)g(PY, Py)g(V, V).

By the assumption, c=l= -3, and hence c< -3.
We next find that, if P=l,

DTxZ=O for XE(jJ2T(M), ZEtT(M)·l,
where DT denotes the normal connection of the maximal inte~ral

submanifold MT of Q) in M2rn+l(c). Since MT is an invariant subma
nifold, Theorem 4. 7 gives a contradiction. Therefore, we have p>l.

If c>-3, then M is anti-invariant by Lemma 5.5, and hence
(Xh)g(Y, Z) - (Yh)g(X, Z) =0 for X, YErjJ2T(M), ZEtT(M).J..,

by (5.19). Since P>l, this implies Xh=O for all XEif12T(M). On
the other hand, by (1.15) and (5.18), we have

g(R.J..(~, Y)FZ,ff..!)=-g([Affi , AFZ]~' Y)
=-g(AFZAffi~' Y)+g(AffiAFZ~'Y)
=-g(AffitFZ, Y)=O,

g(R(~, Y)FZ, ff..!) = (~h) g(Y, Z) - (Yh)g(~, Z)
for any YET(M), ZEtT(M).L. Thus we have

(~h)g(Y,Z) - (Yh)g(~, Z) =0 for YE T(M), ZEtT(M).L.
Putting Y=Z in this equation, we get ~h=O. Consequently, h is
constant on M. Thus by (5.20) we get fDxf..!=O for any XEif12T
(M).

If c< -3, then Lemma 5.5 shows that P>l. Thus for any unit
vector Z E tT (M).L there exists a unit vector WETAM).L so that
g(Z, W) =0. From (5.19) we find

Zh=O for ZEtT(M).L.

Let X and Z be any unit vector fields in PT(M) and tT(M).J.. resp
ectively. Then (5. 19) implies
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Xh=hg(X, I7zZ) ,
g(X, I7zZ) =g(rpX, pzrpX) = -g(PX, AFZZ)

=-g(B(PX, Z), FZ) =0,
from which Xh=O. Moreover, we see that ~h=O by (1.15) and
(5.10). Consequently, Xh=O for all XET(M), and h is constant on
M.

If fDxf1.=O for all XEql-T(M), from (5.18) we h~ve

O=g(R.L(~, Y)FY, fD~f1.)=hg(Y, Y)g(fD~f1.,fD~f1.)

for any YEPT(M). Thus we have fD~f1.=O, and hence fDxf1.=O
for all XE T(M).

THEOREM 5.1. Let M be an (n+ I)-dimensional contact eR submanifold
of a Sasakian manifold space form M2m+1(c) (C=F -3). Then M has
semi-flat normal connection in M2m+1(c) if and only if M is one of the
following: .

(l) a totally geodesic invariant submanifdld M2m+l(c),
(2) a flat anti-invariant submanifold of a totally geodesic invariant

submanifold M2n+l(c) of M2m+1(c),
(3) a proper generic submanifold with flat normal connection in a

totally geodesic invariant submanifold Mn+l+q(c) of M2m+l(c),
(4) locally a Riemannian direct product MTXMo, where MT is a

space of positive constant sectional curvature and Mo is a curve generated
by~, immersed in a totally geodesic invariant submanifold M2n+3(c) of
M2m+l(c) with flat normal connection as an anti-invariant submanifold.

Proof. If M is invariant in M2m+l (c), then M is totally geodesic,
and is a Sasakian space form Mn+l(c).

Assume that M is not invariant in M2m+1 (c). Then q=dim FTx

(M) >0, and there exists II~ unit normal vector field f1. in Lemma 5. 3.
If h=O and M is anti-invariant, (5.15) shows that FR(X, Y)Z=O

for any x, Y, ZEql-T(M). On the other hand, we have I7x~=PX=O.
Therefore, we obtain R(X, Y)Z=O for any X, Y, ZET(M). Thus
M is flat.

If h=O and M is neither invariant nor anti-invariant, then M lies
in a totally geodesic invariant submanifold Mn+1+q(c). In this case,
M has flat normal connection.

If h=FO, Lemma 5.4 gives DXf1.EFfl).L. On the other hand, Lemma
5. 3 also gives
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(5.21) DxfJ.l=VxrjJJ.l=-rjJA"X+rjJDxJ.l.
Since A"XEQ).l, rjJDxJ.lE T(M), we have DJ.l=O. We have seen that
Q) is integrable. Let M be a maximal integral submanifold of Q). We
denote by AT and DT the second fundamental tensor and normal
connection of MT in M2m+l(c). Then we have

-AT"X+DTxJ.l=VxJ.l=-A"X+DxJ.l=O for XErjJ2T(MT).
This shows that J.l1 MT is 7}-parallel in the normal bundle of MT in
M2m+l (c). This contradicts Theorem 4. 7 unless M is anti-invariant
in M2m+l (c). If M is anti-invariant, (5. 15) gives

FR(X, Y)Z=h2[g(Y, Z)FX-g(X, Z)FYJ for X, Y, ZErjJ2T(M).
Thus we have

R(X, Y)Z=h2[g(Y, Z)X-g(X, Z) YJ for X, Y, ZErjJ2T(M).
Consequently, we get

R(X, Y)Z=h2[g(Y, Z)X-g(X, Z) Y +7}(X)7}(Z) Y -7}(Y)7}(Z)X
+7}(Y)g(X, Z)~-7}(X)g(Y,Z)~J

for any X, Y, ZE T(M). From this and a theorem of [19J we see
that M is locally MTXMo. Moreover, M has flat normal connection.

From (5.21) and DJ.l=O we have
DXJ.l=-rjJA"XErjJQ)l- for XET(M).

Therefore, we see that rjJQ)l- EB Span {J.l, rjJJ.l} is a parallel normal
subbundle, and rm BCrjJQ)l- EB Span {J.l, rjJJ.l}. From these we conclude
that M lies in a totally geodesic invariant submanifold M2n+3(c) of
M2m+l (c) as an anti-invariant submanifold with flat normal connection.

The converse of this is trivial.

6. Fibering of submanifolds

Let M be a (2m + 1)-dimensional Sasakian manifold with structure
tensors (rjJ,~, 7), g) such that there exists a fibering 1t: M-+M /~=N,

where N denotes the set of orbits of ~ and is a real 2m-dimensional
Kaehlerian manifold. We denote by (J, G) the Kaehlerian structure
of N and by the horizontal lift with respect to the connection 7}.
Then we have

(JX) *=rjJX*, g(X*, Y*) =G(X, Y)
for any vector fields X and Y on N, where we write G(X, Y)'17: by
.G(X, Y) to simplify the notation. We denote by V (resp. V') the
operator of covariant differentiation with respect to g (resp. G).
Then we obtain
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(;1' xY)*=-rP2PnY*=PnY*+ g(rPX*, Y*)~
Let M be an (n+ 1)-dimensional submanifold tangent to the structure

vector field ~ of M and N be an n-dimensional submanifold of N. In
the sequel, we assume that there exists a fibration 11: : M---+N such that
the diagram

i
M >M

~! .. 1%
N >N

commutes and the immersion i is a diffeomorphism on the fibres. We
denote by the same g and G the induced metric tensor fields on M
and N respectively. Let J7 (resp. J7') be the operator of covariant
differentiation in M (resp. N) . We denote by B (resp. B') the second
fundamental form of the immersion i (resp. i') and by A (resp. A')
the associate second fundamental tensor of B (resp. B'). Let X and
Y be vector fields tangent to M. Then we have

P'xY=J7'xY+B(X, Y) and Pn Y*=J7n Y*+B(X*, Y*).
Therefore we obtain

(6.1) (J7'xY)*=-rP2J7nY*=J7nY*+g(rPX*, Y*)~,

(6.2) (B' (X, Y»*=B(X*, Y*).
Let D and D' be the operators of covariant differentiation with respect
to the linear connection induced in the normal bundles of M and N
respectively. For any vector field X tangent to N and vector field
V normal to N, we obtain

P'xV=-A'xV+D'xYand Vx*V*=-Ax*Y*+Dx*Y*,
from which

(6.3) (A'vX)*=-rP2AnY*=AnY*-g(AnY*, ~)~,

(6.4) (D'xY)*=DnY*.
For any vector field X tangent to M we put rPX=PX+FX where

PX is the tangential part of rPX and FX the normal part of rPX.
Similarly, for any vector field V normal to M, we put rPV=tV+jV,
where t V is the tangential part of rP V and jV the normal part of·
rPV. We can define the operators P', F', t' and f' on N corresponding
respectively to P, F, t and j. Then we have
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(P' X)*=PX*, (F' X)*=FX*
for any vector field X tangent to N. We also have

(t'V)*=tV*, (f'V)*=fV*
for any vector field V normal to N. Thus we have (cf. [28J)

PROPOSITION 6. 1. (1) M is a contact CR submanifold of M if and
only if N is a CR submanifold of N;

(2) M is a generic submanifold of M if and only if N is a generic
submanifold of N;

(3) M is an anti-invariant submanifold of M tangent to ~ if and
only if N is anti-invariant submanifold of N;

(4) M is an invariant submanifold of M if and only if N is an
invariant submanifold (a complex submanifold) of N.

We compute the relation between covariant differentiation of the
second fundamental forms Band B'. From (6.1), (6.2) and (6.4)
we obtain

(6.5) (/7nB)(Y*, Z*) = [(17xB') (Y, Z) +G( Y, P' X)F' Z
+G(Z, P' X)F' Y]*.

Moreover, we have
(17x*B) (Y*,~)=Dx*(FY*) -FVn Y*-B(Y*, PX*)

= (17n F ) Y*-B(Y*, PX*)
=fB(X*, Y*) -B(X*, PY*) -B(Y*, PX*) ,

from which
(6.6) (/7nB) (Y*,~)= [f' B' (X, Y) -If (X, P' Y) -If (Y, P' X)J*.
In the next place, we consider the normal connections of M and

N. We denote by R1. and K 1. the curvature tensors of the normal
bundles of M and N respectively. We give the relation of R1. and K1..
Let X and Y be vector fields tangent to Nand U and V be vector
fields normal to N. Then (6.4) implies

(D' xD' y V) *=Dx*Dy*V*, (D' yD' x V) *=Dy*Dx*V*.
Since [X, Y]*= [X*, Y*] +2g(PX*, Y*)D~V*, we find

(D' [X,y] V)*=D[X*,Y*J V*+ 2g(PX*, Y*)D~V*.
From these equations we have

(6. 7) g(R1. (X*, Y*) V*, U*)
= [G(K1.(X, Y)U, V)+2G(P'X, Y)G(f'V, U)]*.

On the other hand, the Ricci equation of M implies
g(R1.(X*,~)V*, U*) =g([Au*, Av*]X*,~)

=g(Au*X*, tV*) - g(AV*X*, tU*)
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=-[G(F'A'uX , V)+G(B'(X,t'U), V)J*.
Thus we have

(6.8) g([Au*, Av*JX*,~) =G«P'xf') V, U)*,
from which

(6.9) gR.l(X*,~)V*, U*) =G«P'xf') V, U)*.
In the following we study the relations between submanifolds M

tangen t to the structure vector field ~ of a Sasakian manifold M and
submanifolds N of a Kaehlerian manifold N. .

From (2. 1) and (6. 5) we have

THEOREM 6.1. The second fundamental form B of M is contact parallel
if and only if the second fundametal form B' of N is parallel.

From (2. 2) and (6. 2) we obtain

THEOREM 6.2. M is totally contact geodesic if and only if N is totally
geodesic.

THEOREM 6. 3. M is totally contact umbilical if and only if N is
totally umbilical.

REMARK. About theorems for submanifolds of Kaehlerian manifolds
which have parallel second fundamental form, or are totally geodesic
or totally umbilical, see [6J.

THEOREM 6. 4. The endomorphism P on M is contact parallel if and
only if P' on N is parallel.

Proof. For any X, YET(N) we have
«P" xP') Y)*= (P" x(P' Y))*- (PT' xY)*

= -ifl'P'X* (P' Y) *+PifJ2p'x* y*
= _ifJ2 (P'nP) y*
= (P'nP) Y*+g(PX*, PY*)~.

From this we see that P' is parallel if and only if
(P'XP)ifJ2Y=_g(Pif>2X, pifJ2Y)e=-g(PX, PY)~

for any X, YET(M). Therefore, P' is parallel if and only if (3. 1)
holds. This proves our theorem.

THEOREM 6. 5. In order for F' on N to be parallel, it is necessary
and sufficient that F on M satisfies

(P'xF) Y= -1J(X)FPY+1J(X)fFY-1J(Y)FPX
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for any X, YET(M).

Proof. For any X, YE T(N) we have
((P" xF') Y)*= (17' x(F' Y))*- (F'P" xY)*

= -(pP'x* (F' Y)*+FrjJ2p'x* y*
= (17x* Y) Y*.

Thus F' is parallel if and only if (17xF) y=o for all X, YErjJ2T(M).
This is equivalent to our equation by (1. 9).

CoROLLARY. If M is a contact eR submanifold of M, then F is
parallel if and only if F' is parallel.

THEOREM 6. 6. In order for t' on N to be parallel, it is necessary
and sufficient that· t on M satisfies

(P'xt) V=7J(X)PtV-7J(X)tfV
for any XET(M) and VET(M).l.

Proof. For any XET(N), VET(N).i, we have
((17' xt') V) *= (P'X*t) V*.

Thus t' is parallel if and only if (P'xt) v=o for any XErjJ2T(M)
and VE T(M).l. From (1. 10) we see that this is equivalent to our
condition.

CoROLLARY. If M is a contact eR submanifold of M, then t is
parallel if and only if t' is parallel.

THEOREM 6.7. f is parallel if and only if I' is parallel.

Proof. For any XET(N), VET(N), we have
((P" xl') V)*= (l7x*f) V*.

Therefore, I' is parallel if and only if (P'x f) V =0 for any X E

rjJ2T(M) and VET (M). Thus I' is parallel if and only if
(P'xf) V=7J(X) (P'e!) V

for any XE T(M) and VE T(M). On the other hand, (1.11) gives
(P'd) V= -FAve-B(t;, tV) =0

by (1. 7). Consequently, we have our assertion.

From (6. 7) we have

THEOREM 6.8. The normal connection of N is flat if and only if the
normal connection of M is contact flat.
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From (6. 7) and' (6. 9) we have

THEOREM 6. 9. Let M be an invariant submanifold of a Sasakian
manifold M. Then the normal curvature tensor RJ. of M is rP-propor
tional if and only if the normal curvature tensor KJ. of N is J-propor
tional.

REMARK. For invariant submanifold of a Kaehlerian space form with
J-proportional normal curvature tensor, see [8J.

THEOREM 6. 10. Let M be a submanifold of a Sasakian space form
of constant cfr-sectional curvature, and N be a 'submanifold of a Kaehl
erian space form of constant holomorphic sectional curvature c+3. Then
the normal connection of M is semi-flat if and only if the normal
connection of N is semi-flat.

REMARK~ For eR submanifolds with semi-flat normal connection of
Kaehlerian space form, see [4J, [23J, [28J.

We also have, by (6.7) and (6.9).

THEOREM 6.11. The normal connection of M is flat if and only if
KJ.(X, Y)=2G(X,P'Y)f' and (7f'=O

for any X, YE T(N).

REMARK. For submanifolds of a Kaehlerian space form with the
conditions in the above theorem, see [26J.
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